Could Global Warming Lead to Quieter Hurricane Seasons?  Yes, with a Caveat
By Jennifer Larino
April 29, 2019 – If there is any positive to come out of global warming, it could be this.  Its effects may work to reduce the number of Atlantic hurricanes we see in the future, according to the nation’s leading storm scientists.
That comes with a (significant) caveat.  Experts say warming-induced sea level rise means the wall of water that surges into coastal areas during hurricanes will get more deadly and destructive with each storm that hits, especially in places like south Louisiana.
Hurricane experts gathered in New Orleans from Monday to Thursday last week for the National Hurricane Conference.  The event focused on hurricane preparedness.  The closing panel on April 24 focused on storm forecasting and our changing climate.
Dr. Christopher Landsea, science and operations officer at the National Hurricane Center in Miami, noted hurricanes “are natural heat engines.”  They rely on moisture and heat to grow.  One might assume global warming would boost the strength and frequency of storms.  But models show global warming may actually increase the speed and dryness of trade winds that cut across the lower Caribbean and into the Atlantic Ocean.  This factor that could work to “tear hurricanes apart” in the future, he said.  Some studies suggest tropical storm and hurricane activity in the Atlantic could fall by as much as 1/3, he said.
Global warming is also likely to produce stronger storms with faster winds, though non-experts probably won’t notice a difference.  “Is global warming causing stronger hurricanes?  The answer is yes,” Landsea said.  “But the more important question is how much stronger?”
Landsea said forecast models credit only a small increase in future hurricane wind speeds to global warming.  In the example he shared, a 100-mile-per-hour storm today would have wind speeds of roughly 103 miles per hour by the end of the century, given a long-term rise in the average temperature of Earth’s climate.
Landsea noted that wind speed measurements can and often do vary by 5 miles per hour — sometimes more — after errors are accounted for.  For example, experts recently upgraded 2018’s Hurricane Michael to a Category 5 storm at landfall.  A full review of the data showed initial wind speed estimates were off by about 5 miles per hour.  In practice, the warming-induced rise in wind speed is so marginal, it’s going to be hard to tell the difference between a measurement error and winds strengthened by global warming, he said.  “It’s so small we can’t measure it,” Landsea said.
The models for future storm surge and flooding look more bleak.  Global sea level was 3 inches above the 1993 average in 2014, the highest annual average on record and the 6th consecutive year scientists recorded a year-over-year rise, according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.  Global sea level is expected to continue to rise by 0.125 inch per year or more, and rise at least 8 inches by 2100.
The result will be more dangerous storm surge that will push farther and farther inland, said Dr. Cody Fritz, a National Hurricane Center storm surge specialist.
During a short presentation, Fritz pulled up a map of Miami and flipped through various storm surge scenarios, given sea level rise anywhere from a few inches to upwards of a foot.  Even with marginal sea level rise, much of the city glowed bright red, indicating area overwhelmed by 9 feet of water or more.  On a warming Earth with rising seas, hurricane-related flooding will only get worse, affecting more and more people and neighborhoods, Fritz said.  “Even a Category 1 storm is going to produce a lot more surge if the sea level rises,” he said.
The April forecast released by Colorado State University’s Department of Atmospheric Science is predicting a “slightly below-normal” Atlantic hurricane season this year, with 13 named storms, 5 hurricanes, and at least 2 major hurricanes.  Historically, the average season has 12 named storms, 6 hurricanes and 3 major hurricanes.
The 2018 hurricane season threw forecasters a bit of a curve ball.  In July 2018, experts at Colorado State adjusted their forecast, predicting a quiet end to the season.  September arrived and we had an “outbreak of activity.”  Multiple storms were able to find warm swaths of water in the Atlantic Ocean, despite relatively cold waters overall, said Phil Klotzbach, a Colorado State University atmospheric research scientist.  He walked through some of the 2018 forecast challenges during last Wednesday’s panel.
He added the globe-trotting trade winds that work to tear hurricanes apart were strong in the Caribbean, but weaker nearer Africa, allowing several storms to get their start.  “We’re still trying to understand exactly where that came from,” he said.
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